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Part III – From the Old World to the New 
 

 

 

 

Do not forget the things your eyes have seen or let them slip from your heart as long as 

you live.  Teach them to your children and your children’s children. 

Deuteronomy 4:9 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Some people like the Jews, and some do not.  But no thoughtful man can deny the fact 

that they are, beyond any question, the most formidable and the most remarkable race which 

has appeared in the world. 

Winston Churchill – Prime Minister of Great Britain 
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Chapter 7 – Gateway to the American Dream 
 

 
 

Undoubtedly the terrible persecution, 

repression, and economic deprivation that our 

ancestors confronted in Czarist Russia led them, 

along with millions of other Russian Jews, to 

immigrate to the United States.  America was a land 

of freedom and opportunity, but still, our Polonsky 

ancestors faced enormous challenges in their new 

homeland.   

 

They arrived in America with little or no money.  They were unfamiliar with American culture, and 

had to learn English, as they spoke primarily Yiddish, and some Russian.  With the United States on 

the brink of World War I, anti-immigrant sentiment was running high.  Thousands of immigrants had 

to compete in a difficult economic climate for jobs and housing. 

 

What did our ancestors experience when they first arrived in America during the early part of the 

twentieth century?  What were their first impressions of their new country?  Were they welcomed upon 

their arrival here?  Where did they find work?  Where did they live?  The following two chapters paint 

a portrait of what life was like for our Polonsky ancestors during this fascinating period of our family’s 

history.  

 

Ellis Island: Island of Hope, Island of Tears 

 

The Polonsky family journeyed to America from 

Russia on steamships, arriving through the Port 

of New York, at Ellis Island.  There they caught 

their first glimpses of their new country: the 

Statue of Liberty rising like a beacon of freedom 

out of New York Harbor, with the Manhattan 

skyline in the background.  It was there that they 

also had their first contact with American 

immigration authorities and medical examiners.   

 

In trying to imagine what life was like for our 

forebears during their early days in America, the 

story begins at Ellis Island.  
Ellis Island, with its beaux arts style Main Building, built in 1900 
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Passage through Ellis Island was a traumatic time for many immigrants, made worse by frightening 

tales told by those who had gone before.  Treatment of the immigrants on Ellis Island varied over the 

years from tolerant to scandalous, and even the most honest and well-meaning administrators had 

difficulty taking on the various groups who preyed upon the immigrants: swindlers and thieves, and the 

politically powerful forces that ran the lucrative and often corrupt steamship lines, food, baggage, and 

money exchange concessions, and the anti-immigrant forces in Congress. 171F

202
 

 

As many as two percent of the newcomers were sent home again each year without ever setting foot on 

American soil, and one out of five immigrants had to spend long, anxious days or weeks in detention 

or quarantine, some merely waiting until they could be processed, others until officials were satisfied 

that they met all the requirements for admission. 172F

203
  Because Ellis Island was such an intense and often 

traumatic experience, many immigrants never discussed the ordeal with their children.  It is with good 

reason that Ellis Island has been referred to as the “Island of Hope, Island of Tears.” 173F

204
   

 

For Nathan Polonsky’s sons, Levi Yitzhak and Joseph, and Nathan’s brother, Leyb, all of whom were 

detained at Ellis Island before being admitted into the country, the experience had to be a harrowing 

one.  The prospect and consequences of deportation for Jews who were escaping the pogroms and 

repression of Czarist Russia would have been too terrifying to contemplate. 

 

Joseph was detained overnight by the immigration authorities.  Levi Yitzhak was detained for three 

nights.  Both of them, according to family story, had deserted the Czar’s army.  What must have been 

going through their minds, as they lay awake in the detention center thinking about the new land that 

beckoned just outside the building walls? “I don’t speak English.  How will I find work?  I have no 

money.  Where will I live?  I know almost no one here.  How am I going to fit in?  I am being 

detained.  What if the authorities send me back to Russia?”  

 

Careful examination of their Ellis Island immigration records reveals a tightly-knit family, whose 

members relied heavily upon each other when they first arrived in America.  With the exception of my 

grandfather, Levi Yitzhak Polonsky, every member of the Polonsky family who immigrated to 

America joined another member of the Polonsky family already living in New York.   These close 

family connections may be one of the main reasons that all twenty-six members of the family 

ultimately gained admission to America upon their arrival here. 

 

The first of Nathan’s children to arrive in America was his eldest son, Levi Yitzhak Polonsky (Louis 

Isadore Paull), in 1905, followed by Yitzchak’s younger brother, Joseph Polonsky, in 1907.  Nathan’s 

sister, Basheva, and his brothers, Pincus and Leyb, immigrated to America between 1905 and 1907.
 

164F

205
   

                                                 
202

 Pamela Reeves: Ellis Island – Gateway to the American Dream.  Fall River Press, New York, NY, 2000, p. 11; 40-45.  
 
203

  Ibid, p. 51 - 68. 
 
204

  David M. Brownstone, Irene M. Franck, and Douglass L. Brownstone: Island of Hope, Island of Tears.  Wade 
Publishers, New York, 1979. 

 
205

  The name Pincus is more commonly spelled Pinchas.  However, the spelling shown in the text or footnotes is consistent 
with the way the name is spelled in American source documents, including immigration records and US census records. 
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Joseph Polonsky, who settled in Brooklyn, played an important 

role in helping to bring the rest of his family to America.  His 

sister, Vera Polonsky, immigrated to America in 1912, followed 

by another sister, Rachil (Rae) Polonsky, in 1913.  Parents, Nathan 

and Bessie Polonsky, along with their four remaining children, 

Leon, Fannie, Pauline, and Ruth, reached American soil in 1914.  

All were met by Joseph, and stayed with him upon their arrival.  

 

With the exception of Louis Isadore Paull, Nathan Polonsky’s 

children settled in Brooklyn, New York.  Nathan’s brother Leyb 

and his family settled in the Bronx.  His brother Pincus Polonsky 

and his family settled in the Lower East Side of Manhattan, later 

moving to Brooklyn. By the eve of World War I, twenty-three 

members of Nathan Polonsky’s family had settled in America. 

Nathan himself was one of the last to arrive in May of 1914 (see 

Table 2).   

 

Rosh Hashana greeting card circa 1900 
206

 

 

But why did Nathan wait so long before emigrating from Russia, and bringing the rest of his family to 

America?  Part of the reason may have been financial.   On the Dwinsk passenger manifest, Nathan and 

Bessie indicated that their steamship passage was paid for by their son, and their four children 

indicated that their passage was paid for by their brother, most likely Joseph Polonsky.  They also 

noted that they would join Joseph at his apartment at 336 Pennsylvania Avenue, in Brooklyn. 

 

But there could have been another reason for Nathan’s delay.  He was born circa 1863, and grew up in 

Shpola.  His mother’s family had lived in Shpola since the early 1800s, and Nathan grew up in the 

comfort of her large extended family of the Shpoler Zeida’s descendants.  In those days, being a 

descendant of the Shpoler Zeida was, in the eyes of the Russian Jewish community, the equivalent of 

being a descendant of a beloved saint. 

 

Nathan’s father’s family had lived in Ekaterinopol since the late 1700s, and had served as Av Beit Din 

– chief rabbi and head of the rabbinical court – since the time of Nathan’s third-great-grandfather, 

Rabbi Shmuel Polonsky.  Shmuel had married the daughter of the revered Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, 

thereby connecting the Polonsky family with the fabled Shapiro rabbinical dynasty, which traces its 

descent back to Rashi.   

 

The Shapiro family was extremely large, with many descendants all over the Ukraine.  Undoubtedly, 

Nathan knew and interacted with many of his Shapiro cousins.  In fact, it is quite possible that his wife 

Bessie (née Batia Shapiro) was a cousin, and a descendant of this family. 

                                                 
206

  Wikipedia: Jews.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews.  In the Rosh Hashana greeting card from the early 1900s pictured 
above, Russian Jews, packs in hand, gaze at the American relatives beckoning them to the United States.  From 1881-
1924, three million Jews would flee the pogroms of the Russian Empire to the safety of the U.S. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews
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At the time that he immigrated to America, Nathan was fifty-one years old, with many memories of 

Russia and strong ties to the past.  Emigrating from Russia and leaving behind his beloved mishpokhe 

(extended family), as well as his illustrious Jewish heritage, could not have been easy for him.  He 

would be leaving his ancestral home, where he was a Balabatish Yiden (a highly respected Jew with 

good standing in the community), to take up residence in a foreign land where he would be just another 

Jewish Russian immigrant.  To quote a 1905 New York Tribune newspaper article: 165F

207
 

 

There are 6,000,000 Hebrews in Russia today.  It is, of course, impossible for them all to emigrate as 

did the Jews from Spain.  They are too closely interwoven in Russian life.  Some of them are so bound to 

their native land by sentiment, by the love of the soil where their forefathers for centuries have been 

buried, or by commercial ties, knowing that to move would mean to start life anew, that they prefer to 

stay even though they must risk their lives.  Many believe that in the end Russia will have as much 

freedom as America and that it would be folly to run away to strange lands.  The majority, however, it is 

said, would flee to America if they could.  

 

The Open Door Closes 
 

Our ancestors were very fortunate to have immigrated to America when they did.  On July 28, 1914, 

scarcely two months after Nathan and his family arrived, World War I was declared.  Immigration 

slowed to a trickle with the outbreak of the war in Europe, as many of the steamships were re-directed 

to the war effort, and the number of arrivals processed through Ellis Island fell by eighty percent 

between 1914 and 1915. 166F

208
   

 

By the early 1920s, growing anti-immigration sentiment in the United States severely restricted 

immigration from Eastern Europe and Russia. 167F

209
  These restrictions employed a quota system based 

upon the number of ethnic groups already living in the U.S., per the 1890 and 1910 census.  It was an 

attempt to preserve the ethnic flavor of the “old immigrants,” those early settlers primarily from 

Northern and Western Europe.  The perception was that that the newly arriving immigrants, mostly 

from Southern and Eastern Europe, were somehow inferior to those who had arrived earlier. 

 

The death knell for Ellis Island as a major entry point for new immigrants began to toll in 1921 with 

Congress’ passage of the Immigration Quota Laws, and reached a crescendo in 1924, with the passage 

of the Immigration Act and the National Origins Act.  This legislation was interpreted widely as being 

at least partly anti-Jewish in intent because it strictly limited the immigration quotas of eastern 

European nations with large Jewish populations, from which approximately three million Jews (of 

which 2.2 million were Russian Jews) had immigrated to the United States between 1880 and 1924.
 210

 

                                                 
207

  New York Tribune: “Big Wave of Jews Coming.  American Fund for the Relief of Those So Bitterly Oppressed In Russia 
Will Be Used to Bring Thousands Here.”  December 17, 1905. 

 
208

  Pamela Reeves: Ellis Island – Gateway to the American Dream.  Fall River Press, New York, NY, 2000, p. 91, and Ellis 
Island Timeline: http://www.ellisisland.org/genealogy/ellis_island_timeline.asp.  Immigration to the U.S. dropped from 
878,052 in 1914 to 178,416 in 1915, and to just 28,867 in 1918. 

 
209

  Wikipedia: History of the Jews in the United States. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_the_ 
United_States. 

 
210

  Jerry Klingner: America Jewish History 1880–1924.  The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming.  
http://www.jewishmag.com/85mag/usa8/usa8.htm. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Origins_Quota_of_1924
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Origins_Quota_of_1924
http://www.ellisisland.org/genealogy/ellis_island_timeline.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_the_%20United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_the_%20United_States
http://www.jewishmag.com/85mag/usa8/usa8.htm
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Due to the strict quotas, immigration through Ellis Island fell off 

precipitously.  Although the National Origins Act did not 

specifically target Jews, the effect of the legislation was that eighty-

six percent of the 165,000 permitted entries were from Northern 

European countries, with Germany, Britain, and Ireland having the 

highest quotas.  The act effectively diminished the flow of Jewish 

immigrants from Eastern Europe to a trickle, and marked the end of 

mass immigration to America. 

 

During the Great Depression of the 1930s, President Herbert Hoover 

ordered consulates overseas to evaluate immigrants to make sure no 

one likely “to become a public charge” gained entry to America 

while so many U.S. citizens were unemployed.
 

168F

211
  During World 

War II, Ellis Island was used almost exclusively as a detention 

center for enemy aliens – Germans, Italians, Japanese, Hungarians, 

Romanians, and Bulgarians.  After the war, activity on Ellis Island 

waned, and it was formally closed on November 12, 1954. 169F

212
   

 

These restrictive immigration laws, policies, and quotas didn’t directly affect our Polonsky forbears, all 

of whom succeeded in gaining entry to America before the open door slammed shut.  However, they 

undoubtedly had a major impact on our cousins in other branches of the Polonsky family who were 

unable to emigrate from Russia, and later perished in the Holocaust (see Chapter 10 – Lest We Forget).      

 

Table 2 on the following pages presents a summary listing of twenty-six Polonsky family members 

whose immigration records have been located in the Ellis Island database thus far.  From the steamship 

passenger manifests, the table presents each individual’s name, their relationship to Nathan Polonsky, 

their marital status, the name of their ship, their date of arrival, age, year of birth, place of last 

residence, and their destination in the United States.
 

170F

213
   

 

The entries in Table 2 are sorted by order of arrival in the U.S. (1905–1922).  The notes to Table 2 

indicate the person each family member connected with when they first arrived, and where they lived.   

 

The world that our ancestors discovered in America was far different than the one they had left behind.  

They had lived in Jewish communities in small Russian towns like Shpola and Cherkasy, where they 

knew almost everyone, and had centuries’ worth of traditions to guide them.  Suddenly, they found 

themselves living in the most populous city in America, where they knew practically no one, did not 

speak the language, and had to rely on their wits to survive.  This new world, and how our ancestors 

made their way in it, is the subject of the next chapter. 

                                                 
211

  Howard M. Sachar: A History of the Jews in America.  Vintage Books, a Division of Random House, Inc., New York, NY, 

1993, p. 108-117. 
 
212

  Pamela Reeves: Ellis Island – Gateway to the American Dream.  Fall River Press, New York, NY, 2000, p. 122. 
 
213

  JewishGen.org: Searching the New York Ellis Island Gold Database in One Step. http://www.jewishgen.org/ 
databases/eidb/ellisgold.html. 

http://spellyourname.org/eng/pinchuk.php
http://www.jewishgen.org/%20databases/eidb/ellisgold.html
http://www.jewishgen.org/%20databases/eidb/ellisgold.html
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TABLE 2 
 

Immigration Data Summary for Polonsky Ancestors (1903–1922) 
 

Name Relation 
Marital 
Status 

Name of Ship 
Arrival 
Date 

Age 
(Yrs) 

Year of 
Birth 

Last 
Residence 

Destination 

Michael Kahan 
Basheva’s 
husband 

Married SS Zeeland 
June 9, 

1903 
38 1865 Shpola 

Manhattan, 
NY 

Schaindel Polonsky 
(1)

 
Pincus’ 

wife 
Married SS St. Paul 

April 2, 
1905 

31 1874 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Leyb Polonsky 
Pincus’ 

son 
Single SS St. Paul 

April 2, 
1905 

9 1896 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Brayna Polonsky 
Pincus’ 

daughter 
Single SS St. Paul 

April 2, 
1905 

8 1897 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Loza Polon sky 
Pincus’ 

son 
Single SS St. Paul 

April 2, 
1905 

4 1901 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

David Polonsky 
Pincus’ 

son 
Single SS St. Paul 

April 2, 
1905 

1 1904 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Basheva Kahan 
(2)

 
Nathan’s 

sister 
Married SS New York 

April 9, 
1905 

40 1865 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Leib Kahan 
Basheva’s 

son 
Single SS New York 

April 9, 
1905 

15 1890 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Benjamin Kahan 
Basheva’s 

son 
Single SS New York 

April 9, 
1905 

9 1896 Kiev 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Rachael Kahan 
Basheva’s 
daughter 

Single SS New York 
April 9, 

1905 
7 1898 Kiev 

Manhattan, 
NY 

Itzchok Polonsky 
(3)

 
Nathan’s 

son 
Single SS Furnessia 

July 17, 
1905 

21 1882 
Stanislaw 

Austria 
Gallitzin, PA 

Abraham Polonsky 
(4)

 
Pincus’ 

son 
Single SS Ryndam 

July 10, 
1906 

16 1890 Smela 
Brooklyn, 

NY 

Josef Polonsky 
(5)

 
Nathan’s 

son 
Married 

SS Kaiserin 
Auguste Victoria 

Jan 19, 
1907 

25 1882 Cherkasy 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Lea Polonsky 
Josef’s 

wife 
Married 

SS Kaiserin 
Auguste Victoria 

Jan 19, 
1907 

19 1888 Cherkasy 
Manhattan, 

NY 

Dweira Polonsky 
(6)

 
Nathan’s 
daughter 

Single SS Kursk 
Feb 21, 

1911 
20 1891 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Rachil Polonsky 
(7)

 
Nathan’s 
daughter 

Single SS Czar 
Mar 04, 

1913 
17 1896 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Leyb Polonsky 
(8)

 
Nathan’s 
brother 

Married SS Russia 
Aug 4, 
1913 

43 1870 Beloserje Bronx, NY 

Chaim Polonsky Leyb’s son Single SS Russia 
Aug 4, 
1913 

15 1898 Beloserje Bronx, NY 

Peisach Polonsky Leyb’s son Single SS Russia 
Aug 4, 
1913 

13 1900 Beloserje Bronx, NY 

Batia Polonsky 
Nathan’s 

wife 
Married SS Dwinsk 

May 20, 
1914 

49 1865 Cherkasy 
Brooklyn, 

NY 

Fania Polonsky 
Nathan’s 
daughter 

Single SS Dwinsk 
May 20, 

1914 
14 1900 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Leiba Polonsky 
Nathan’s 

son 
Single SS Dwinsk 

May 20, 
1914 

26 1888 Cherkasy 
Brooklyn, 

NY 
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TABLE 2 (CONT’D) 
 

Immigration Data Summary for Polonsky Ancestors (1903–1922) 

 

Notes for Table 2: 

 

(1) Schaindel (Americanized to Sarah) Polonsky (misspelled on the passenger list as “Poloski”) indicated that she and her 

children Leib (Americanized to Julius), Brayna (Americanized to Bessie, and later, Beatrice), Loza (Americanized to 

Lazarus), and David would join her husband, Pincus Polonsky, at 156 Rivington Street, located on the Lower East Side 

of Manhattan.  Pincus Polonsky’s immigration record has not been located on the Ellis Island database. 

 

(2) Nathan Polonsky’s sister Basheva Kahan (Americanized to Bessie Cohen), and her children Leib, Benjamin, and 

Rachael were originally on the same ship as their brother Pincus Polonsky’s wife, Shaindel Polonsky, and her children.  

Their names were lined out on the SS St. Paul passenger manifest, indicating that they were removed from the ship 

before it left port, possibly due to illness.  They embarked on the SS New York exactly one week later.  Basheva 

indicated that she would join her husband, M. Kahan, at 156 Rivington Street, NY, indicating that she and her brother 

Pincus Polonsky lived in the same building on the Lower East Side of Manhattan when they first came to America. 

 

(3) Itzchok Polonsky (Americanized to Isadore Paull) indicated that he would join his uncle S. Specktor, in Gallitzin, PA. 

 

(4) Abraham Polonsky (misspelled on the passenger list as “Palonsky”) indicated that he would join his father Pincus 

Polonsky at 25th Avenue, in Brooklyn, NY.  

 

(5) Joseph Polonsky indicated that he would join his uncle Pincus Polonsky at 628 East 5th Street, located in the Lower 

East Side of Manhattan, NY. 

 

(6) Dweira (Americanized to Vera) Polonsky indicated that she would join her brother Joseph Polonsky at 336 

Pennsylvania Avenue, in Brooklyn, NY. 

 

(7) Rakhil (Americanized to Rae) Polonsky indicated that she would join her brother Joseph Polonsky at 336 Pennsylvania 

Avenue, in Brooklyn, NY. 

 

(8) Leyb (Americanized to Louis) Polonsky indicated that he and his sons Chaim and Peisach Polonsky would join his 

brother Pincus Polonsky, at 1460 Wilkens Avenue, in the Bronx, NY. 

 

(9) Nuchim (Americanized to Nathan) Polonsky indicated that he and his wife Basia (Americanized to Bessie), and their 

children Fania, Leiba, Polia-Perel, and Raisa (Americanized to Fannie, Leon, Pauline, and Ruth) would join his son 

Joseph Polonsky, at 336 Pennsylvania Avenue, in Brooklyn, NY. 

 

(10) Chaie (Americanized to Ida) Polonsky indicated that she and her children Belle (Americanized to Bella) and Abram 

(Americanized to Albert) would join her husband Leyb Polonsky at 718 Union Avenue, in the Bronx, NY. 

Name Relation 
Marital 
Status 

Name of Ship 
Arrival 
Date 

Age 
(Yrs) 

Year of 
Birth 

Last 
Residence 

Destination 

Nuchim Polonsky 
(9)

 Self Married SS Dwinsk 
May 20, 

1914 
51 1863 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Polia-Perel Polonsky 
Nathan’s 
daughter 

Single SS Dwinsk 
May 20, 

1914 
12 1902 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Raisa Polonsky 
Nathan’s 
daughter 

Single SS Dwinsk 
May 20, 

1914 
10 1904 Cherkasy 

Brooklyn, 
NY 

Chaie Polonsky 
(10)

 Leyb’s wife Married SS Estonia 
Sept 13, 

1922 
44 1878 Riga, Latvia Bronx, NY 

Belle Polonsky 
Leyb’s 

daughter 
Single SS Estonia 

Sept 13, 
1922 

18 1904 Riga, Latvia Bronx, NY 

Abram Polonsky Leyb’s son Single SS Estonia 
Sept 13, 

1922 
17 1905 Riga, Latvia Bronx, NY 
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A postcard of Main Street in Cherkasy, c. 1910, the same year that this portrait of Nathan Polonsky was taken in Cherkasy174F

214
 

  

 

 

Hester Street, Manhattan, 1903 175F

215
 Midtown Manhattan, New York, 1932 176F

216
 

                                                 
214

  The postcard of Cherkasy shown on this page is from Wikipedia: Cherkasy.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherkasy.  The 
photograph of Nathan Polonsky is courtesy of Martin D. Robbins: Email message to Jeffrey Mark Paull, April 14, 2009. 

 
215

  The 1903 photo of the Russian Jewish Community on Hester Street, on the Lower East Side of Manhattan is from the 
Library of Congress Collection, posted to the site: http://www.shtetlinks.jewishgen.org/lyakhovichi/settlers-
lowereastside.htm. 

 
216

  The 1932 photo of Midtown Manhattan taken from Rockefeller Center, is from: New York City Skyline – Capital of the 
Western World & the World’s Most Impressive City.  http://superjchung.wordpress.com/2009/03/01/new-york-city-
capital-of-the-western-world/. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherkasy
http://www.shtetlinks.jewishgen.org/lyakhovichi/settlers-lowereastside.htm
http://www.shtetlinks.jewishgen.org/lyakhovichi/settlers-lowereastside.htm
http://superjchung.wordpress.com/2009/03/01/new-york-city-capital-of-the-western-world/
http://superjchung.wordpress.com/2009/03/01/new-york-city-capital-of-the-western-world/
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